Nowadays, data fusion is one of the trends in geomatics sciences, due to the necessity of merging data from different kind of sensors and periods of time. Also, to extrract the maximum information from data and useful multitemporal analysis, an exact geoconnection of all datasets in a common and stable reference system is essential. The results of the application of a methodology for an integrated orientation into a common reference system using data obtained by LiDAR systems, digital and historical photogrammetric flights dataset, used for proper analysis in multitemporal studies, are presented in this paper. In order to analyse the results of the presented methodology, several photogrammetric datasets have been used. This data corresponds with digital and analogic data. The most current flight (2010) combines data obtained with digital photogrammetric camera and LiDAR sensor which will be used as reference model for all subsequent photogrammetry flights. The philosophy of the methodology consists of orientating all photogrammetric flights to the DEM obtained by LiDAR data. All the models obtained from every photogrammetric block are comparable in terms of the geometric resolution of each one. For that reason, altimetric stable points are extracted automatically from the LiDAR points cloud to use these points such as altimetric control point in the different flights that must be oriented. Using LiDAR control points, we demonstrate the improvement in the results between initial orientation and final results. Also it is possible to improve the planimetric correspondence between different photogrammetric blocks using only altimetric control points iteratively.
INTRODUCTION
Geomatics techniques are important tools in the multitemporal analysis applied to environmental, urban and general territorial issues. These kinds of techniques allow us modelling regions in order to study accurately the deformation monitoring or dynamics of unstable areas analyses. For that, the use of remote sensing techniques have been increased in environmental studies (Qing et al 2012; Walstra, et al., 2004) and natural risk studies (Metternich et al., 2005) . Also, public administrations have worked hard in order to compile and publish geomatic open data using Spatial Data Infrastructures, which improve the knowledge of our environment using multifonts data.
Despite of the growing open available data and the diverse acquisition systems, the combination between data from different origins is a challenge nowadays. Some factors such as cover, data quality, reference systems, update rate or characteristics of capture systems, are factors which must be considered to get a correct data fusion.
Integration could happen in 4 main components of geospatial data: Spatial, (data integration of different scale and spatial resolution), thematic (data integration with other thematic resolution or detail in the legend), origin (photogrammetric images, satellite imagery, LiDAR data) and temporal (data integration of different temporal resolution or sampling interval). The integration of these data will allow respectively the multiscale, thematic-temporal statistical and evolutionary approach very useful in the case of risk analysis processes (Fernandez et al., 2012) .
Digital Photogrammetric and LiDAR data have a great interest in environmental studies. If we want multitemporal studies, we need historical images. Data fusion allows merge LiDAR and images data properties. Phorogrammetric data have a great semantic information and Break lines are well defined (Ackermann, 1999) , nevertheless, 3D information obtained is calculated and it is affected by orientation parameters and matching software. On the other hand, LiDAR is a direct acquisition system, whose greatest benefit is a high capture information rate in small periods (Schenk y Csatho, 2002) . However, LiDAR data have less redundancy and may be blur break lines. By combining LiDAR and photogrammetry, it is observed that the negative aspects of one technology is counteracted by the other positive aspects, so that the integration of both systems is beneficial in field studies (Baltsavias, 1999) .
Several lines of research have been exposed in order to merge LiDAR and image sensors in a common reference system. In 2004 a paper for no metric CCD camera orientation using LiDAR data extracted manually was published (Delara et al., 2004) . On the other hand, lines extraction from LiDAR is considered as an alternative way to introduce LiDAR in absolute orientation (Habib et al., 2004; Habib et al., 2006) . Photogrammetry data have been used to monitoring landslide using current and historic images, and calculating differential DEMs (Cardenal et al., 2008; Prokesova et al., 2010; Fabris et al., 2011) . In other projects, Interest points are used in order to improve the cinematic movement knowledge.
Current works show an alternative focus to use Z stable punctual elements, obtained from LiDAR data, which will be used as altimetry control point to align photogrammetry flights (from historical images) in order to make multitemporal analyses respect the reference system materialized by LiDAR data.
MATERIALS

Study Area
The study area selected for the analysis is placed in "Las Alpujarras" region, a highland area in the south of Spain. This area has been chosen because it is a really active area in landslide process, with many movements of slope, falls and rockslides or debris flows. This is a suitable area to test this type of change detection studies, being an area where there are significant changes in the ground surface. 
Data set
In order to make the study, two digital flights are available. The 2010 digital flight combines digital camera data (Z/I DMC), with a Leica ALS50-II LiDAR sensor and GPS/IMU system. LiDAR cloud point data has a 0.8 points/m2, they will be considered as reference data to the photogrammetric orientation.
The 2008 digital flight has been captured with a Z/I DMC digital camera and has external orientation parameters with IMU system but does not have the accuracy of the parameters. Also, an analogic flight from 2001 in grey scale has been used to check the methodology in historical flights. 
METHODOLOGY
The objective of the proposed methodology is the orientation of photogrammetric flights from a LiDAR point cloud extracting altimetric control point automatically and incorporating these points in the aerotriangulation adjustment. The aim of the methodology is the fusion of multisensory and multitemporal data to incorporate in evolution studies without using terrain control points.
Figure 2: General Process
The figure 2 shows how the data control of the process is obtained from own analysis data, using LiDAR data as reference system in the data set due to the higher spatial resolution than image data.
Pre-Orientation
The first phase of the methodology is the pre-orientation of the flights with the target to merge LiDAR data and photogrammetric data in the same reference system. It has special importance in historical flights due to the change in reference system in Spain.
The typical solution is the measurement of terrain points. However, the philosophy of the methodology exposed is the reduction of control point number in the process, for that, we choose photogrammetric open data in the pre-orientation phase. Using historical public orthoimage the pre-orientation process is simplified, and the accuracy is sufficient for the pre-adjust process. This pre-orientation stage is not required in modern flight with GPS and inertial data because the pre-orientation is made by those values.
Mixed Orientation
In order to correct the errors found in the relative orientation of the images, we introduce the concept of external mixed orientation (Fernández et al., 2012 (Fernández et al., , 2013 . External mixed orientation considers the flights parameters and their precision value combined tie points in the images.
With the objet to relate the image data set, tie points are measured in the pictures to link each picture with their neighbour. In blunder adjustment process the data introduced are the tie points meassurements, the image position and orientation, with the appropriate accuracy value for each image parameter, fixing the range of variation for each image position. Doing that, we introduce the "control" in the picture position, correcting the relative position between image only with tie points and constraining the orientation and position with the accuracy system.
Altimetric control point extraction
For extraction of altimetric points of control, it aims to generate an altitudes raster from LiDAR data with equal resolution to the mean of the point cloud.Using the image of altitudes is justified for analysis by standard procedures of digital image analysis making use of filters to images of altitudes.
When the Z raster (MDE) is calculated, the point of interest extraction to be used as control points are processed to use as Z control points.
The main feature for the extraction of these points is that they must be altimetry stable points in a relatively large area. That points must be Z stable and constant slope in any direction. To extract Z stable points it is required to apply a gradient variation filter (gradient of gradient) in the z images from LiDAR. The gradient filter aims to determine discontinuities in the image of altitudes, so that abrupt changes in the slope and altitude are obtained. 
Altimetric Control Point Orientation
The third step is the incorporation of altimetric LiDAR data into photogrammetric flights in order to absolute orientation. The extraction of altimetric data is done from non-classified LiDAR data converted into raster image. The LiDAR image is processed with the gradient variation filter. Using Gradient Variation filter, we extract point with constant Z in large areas. Stable Z points are considered that points which do not have Z coordinate variation in any direction.
The next step is the semi-automatic altimetric LiDAR point measurement in the image dataset. First, the system lists all the images where the Z point appear. Secondly, the system choose the reference image, which is the image where the photocoordinate of the point is nearest of photo-center. Third, the photocoordinates are measured in other images by matching.
When all control points are measured in all images the orientation parameters are computed using adjustment of blunder. In this adjustment, the control points are considered as altimetric, for that, planimetric coordinates are free in the process, which is constrained only by Z LiDAR coordinates.
Iterative altimetric control point orientation
The opportunity to demonstrate the XYZ orientation of the flight campaigns using only Z control points is studied in this article.
This process is considered a reorientation, because both systems (photogrammetric and LiDAR) must be close, and we try to improve the correspondence between both system to have better results in multitemporal analyses. In this way, if the adjustement of bundles is repeated using altimetric LiDAR control points, an improvement between both reference systems is confirmed.
RESULTS
Orientation Control Quality
To check the results in the orientation process of the current methodology, different tests have been applied for each step of the process. The first testing is the comparison between each orientation phase DSM and the LiDAR reference DSM. With this process, a differential DEM is calculated where the Z gap between both systems are shown for each XY position. It allows to detect systematics errors in absolute orientation between both systems. The second testing consists of the measurement of GPS check points in the terrain after each orientation step. It allows check punctual discrepancies and evolution of its discrepancies both altimetry and planimetry.
DEM Control Quality:
Differential DEMs between LiDAR and photogrammetric data are shown for each campaign and step of the process. Figure 6 , in the first image of the process, some Green areas are shown. These areas suggest that the images are not well oriented. Introducing tie point, these orientation errors are deleted, and introducing LiDAR data in the process, the correspondence is improved. The evolution of the error behaviour could be shown in the figure  9 , which represent the DEM error histogram between LiDAR DEM and photogrammetric 2008 fligth., and could be checked how the center of the error distribution evolves to the non-error position.
2010 Flight: Analysing
Pre
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLI-B7, 2016 XXIII ISPRS Congress, 12-19 July 2016, Prague, Czech Republic In this case, after use the reference system from ED50 to ETRS89, a lack of XY correspondence between reference system and oriented images is observed. This phenomenon is appreciable in the error change of trend in slope changes.
Introducing Z LiDAR control points, we can see how the historical flights is reoriented both planimetry and altimetry such as could be checked in the evolution shown in the figure10, after introduce LiDAR points, and the iteration process.
Pre Orientation Methodology
Iter. LiDAR These results could be studied using statical results that show an improvement in the mean error reducing the initial error in the end of the process to 50% of the initial. The evolution of the error behaviour could be shown in the figure  11 , which represent the DEM error histogram between LiDAR DEM and photogrammetric 2001 flight., and could be checked how the center of the error distribution evolves to the non error position. 
Multitemporal Study
Using general well oriented and merged DEMs, landslide areas could be detected in the temporal series. A landslide example have been taken to study the behaviour of a huge natural landslide.
Figure 15. Landslide studied
With these referenced data we can analyse the landslides produced on the slope, both numerically and graphically. And we can study the evolution in the time.
Numerical analysis:
Using the merged DEMs, a multitemporal analysis could be made in order to study absolute movements of materials in the area, both erosion and accumulation, so that the difference of these two values show the total material lost for each period. period exists an area which has a loss material trend in the top of the slope, which is combined with other area which has an opposite trend. This behaviour shows us that the slope is activated with a plane near to the top of the slope and it generates the movements in block of a huge mass of material.
On the other hand, in the 2008-2010 period, it could be observed that the base slope has an appreciable loss of material, due to fluvial processes between slope and river contact area.
CONCLUSIONS
The work has shown the compatibility to use altimetry control points extracted from LiDAR point cloud in the process of absolute photogrammetric orientation. Also, positive results have been obtained in current flights with inertial and GPS systems. However, the most significant results are the satisfactory absolute orientation in historical flights without aerotriangulation parameters, which increase the possibilities in the use of the proposed methodology between LiDAR and photoghrammetric historical flights in order to use in multitemporal analyses which need historical information. The main contribution of the methodology is the semi-automatic measurement of control points extracted own data set. With this, the control points are removed in the field, reducing working time and allowing a better match between the various study campaigns.
The introduction of LiDAR altimetric points in the process produce an altimetric readjust in photogrammetric DEMs, aligns it's with the reference System, which is materialized the DEM with higher spatial resolution, in this case the LiDAR data. Also, with the iterative process in the measurement of altimetric control points, small planimetric differences between datasets have been corrected using only altimetric control points. These planimetric re-orientations are observed studying the evolution of the difference MDE-LiDAR histograms, which for each step are moving to the origin error axis. Also, analyzing GPS check points, this trend confirms that photogrammetric flights readjust their XY position using only Z control.
Also we must consider that compared DEMs are from different origins. While LiDAR data is a direct data, photogrametry DEM requires some steps which may introduce associated errors, such as relative orientation or matching. In addition, the resolution of theses photogrammetric DEMs are smaller than LiDAR resolution, for that, photogrammetric DEMs are more smoothed, and that induce to errors in the comparison process. It is also important to consider that differences between reference LiDAR data and photogrammetric flights grow when we consider historical flights and increase with the difference in (the) time, due to the worst image quality and less data resolution.
As final conclusion, all tests show better results using the current methodology and all orientation results within required accuracies for this kind of job and scales. It can be concluded that the methodology is viable to orientate and merge photogrammetric data with LiDAR data without using external control points in order to do multitemporal studies.
